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About This Game

In the future, intelligent robot ducks have become smarter than humans, they took our jobs while we were busy fighting nuclear
wars with each other. Few of us remained to see what is known today as the "Duckpocalypse". As an enraged simple human
mind, you manage to build two guns with the scrap you gathered from an annoying robot duck, and so this is how your duck

hunt starts!

Duckpocalypse is a VR arcade-style game made for the HTC Vive. Get in, grab your guns, take a second to let the new pixel
world around you sink in, and then shoot that start button! Get on a fast paced challenge to bring down as many of those robot

ducks as you can! Invite your friends over and see who can set the best score!

For reviewers and letsplayers:
All content was developed by us, but we have no problem with you playing this game and it's content on your videos and

reviews, so feel free to play this game in your channel, including images, sounds and music, but please be fair and place a link to
this game or our company somewhere in your description.
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Title: Duckpocalypse
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Capitola VR
Publisher:
Capitola VR
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7+

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970 equivalent or higher

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Purchased and downloaded, game crashed every time I tried to launch it. Since it apparently continued to "run" in the
background even though I couldn't play it, it registered as being played for several hours while we played jackbox party games
instead. Since it registered as time played steam wouldn't refund the purchase for me. $5 wasted on a POS that won't run.
Expensive, but nice to avoid \/ minimize the PVP instance 8 on 8 battle Grind :)...Why they price it so to be fair to players
putting in 3 to 6 mths gaming 3 hrs a day to achieve this gear...value your time...combo of this and new Feb 28th Apocalypse
DLC worth it + a $25 of your choosing...$200 but you can build some amazing rigs, you will not be OP, but if you enjoy RAIDS
and the New Story driving adventure (orange missions) which you can do as 4 player groups now, its so much fun, even RP is
possible with the amazing rigs you can build on a theme. Icarus hover legs are nerfed since Dec, so can buy them for around 300
coin on market (each) so 4x, 1200c value of almost $30 there. Epic Cab i think 1200 coin can be as low as 800 coin ( correction
now 325 coin since hover nerfed), but thats alot of grind to get that much coin, another $20 of value there. Lots of armour
pieces ect, (6?) invaluable cant be traded on market ect only leveled earned. all in all pack about 8,000coin in value (my
estimate) thats $160 right there...and dont forget your time value (3hx7dx3m)=252h...the build part limit increase to 60 very
valuable too( other packs except for tanks 55), if new player or less than level 20 (30 is the max lv) until faction tiers. in
summary if you like tanks buy the tank DLC $10 less and uber armour parts tracks ect (overdone btw ingame by players)...but if
you like adventuring ( the new story stuff will grow chapt 2 next ) and beeing high tech this is the pack for you :)..update spyder
cab now uber in pvp, so arachna pack best value for pvp and or selling cab for 3000 coin +(march 30). This Slay the Spire like
game might be fun once the bugs are fixed. I encountered several problems in my first 20 minutes of playing this game
including a total game freeze. So at the moment I can't recommend this game. Maybe I will give it another try when it is more
polished.. 10 out of 10! BUY THIS GAME NOW!
The tactics of VEmpire are fantastic! You will not find a game like this any where else.
The love and dedication that went into this creation are evident from start to finish. The atmosphere is wonderfully suspenseful,
the music is top notch and fits perfectly, the art is above and beyond.
As for game play, you have to experience it to really understand just how creative a card game can be!

One purchase gets you the whole game. If you have reservations just because it's not free to play, you are missing out.

As for the Dev, he's so much into his creation that you feel as if he's that "favorite player" you run into in CCG's. The one you
always enjoy meeting in the lobby and playing a round or two with!

Wolf, you have a smash hit here! A great big Cheers! to you!
. So, Videobal is here and you need to read a review to buy it? I disapprove but I'll try my best.
Also, what's wrong with people leaving an online match after the first one? What it is christmas outside? Get real, play again.

This is a real videogame, you can feel your brain building new connections while playing, the controls are amazing, there's depth
to discover in every moment and angle. The music was composed by someone that surelly does this for a job, it's serious. The
voice that does the commentary remind me of Real Human Basketball (another good one).

I still hadn't the opportunity to play it locally, clearly it's the perfect game for screaming with friends. The online works despite
a few launch problems.

Only thing that I'm hating are the menu, the one button idea from divekick is not so cool, also the back button is often
incoherently placed. There's no audio notification when the online player connects to your match and when an error happens
online you can't see it since you are pressing the button and dismissing it immediatelly. When you have to select multiple CPUs
locally it's a pain (UPDATE: it's a feature! they're different characters).

But those are minor stuff, Tim Rogers basically doesn't care, the game is about people that can jump in the same room. The
online will help ok if needed.
BUY-IT.

P.S. The police stealed this man car. That's the best reason you've got.. It's more than good enough for me. It's very short, but
the replay value makes it worth it. Most of the plot stays the same, of course, but there are a lot of different ways for the
endings to play out. Given the price, it's quite worth a shot if you enjoy the demo.. Subpar DLC. Some people like x-sabers, I do
not. Some poeple like super heavy samuri, I do not. This DLC should only be bought for machine douplacation, for decks like
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Epic bought Psyonix. Don't listen to what your friends tell you. The game is fun now, but will become boring and tiring with
EPIC's lack of care for the games under their wing. Spend your 20$ on something more worthwhile.. Feelsbadman;. seen it on
vinesauce and need to buy it, is a great, adicitve game, love it. Support Serbian devs!. I've bought this game in winter sale, and
it's excellent for that price. I can see that the work is in constant process and new things are added. It was long on my wishlist
and, finally, I bought it at this discount.
. Super Duper Party Pooper, honestly always wanted to try one of those "pooper" games I have been seeing on Steam lately. I
decided to try my luck with Super Duper Party Pooper since I also was in the mood for a rhythm game. Overall it was fun for
the price, the game was very short but for the fifty cents I payed for the game that was well worth the hour or two I played it. I
would recommend the game to anyone looking for a cheap novelty. Honestly its not like its going to blow you away with its state
of the art graphics or next gen gameplay, but its fun.. Has a funny story in Achievements and some good looking Effects.

Can get quite thrilling after some time!

Also more powerups and controller support pls
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